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ABSTRACT

In translation, G•U mismatch in codon-anticodon de-
coding is an error hotspot likely due to transition
of G•U from wobble (wb) to Watson-Crick (WC) ge-
ometry, which is governed by keto/enol tautomer-
ization (wb-WC reaction). Yet, effects of the ribo-
some on the wb-WC reaction and its implications
for decoding mechanism remain unclear. Employ-
ing quantum-mechanical/molecular-mechanical um-
brella sampling simulations using models of the ri-
bosomal decoding site (A site) we determined that
the wb-WC reaction is endoergic in the open, but
weakly exoergic in the closed A-site state. We ex-
tended the classical ‘induced-fit’ model of initial se-
lection by incorporating wb-WC reaction parameters
in open and closed states. For predicted parameters,
the non-equilibrium exoergic wb-WC reaction is ki-
netically limited by the decoding rates. The model
explains early observations of the WC geometry of
G•U from equilibrium structural studies and reveals
discrimination capacity for the working ribosome op-
erating at non-equilibrium conditions. The equilibra-
tion of the exoergic wb-WC reaction counteracts the
equilibration of the open-closed transition of the A
site, constraining the decoding accuracy and poten-
tially explaining the persistence of the G•U as an
error hotspot. Our results unify structural and mech-
anistic views of codon-anticodon decoding and gen-
eralize the ‘induced-fit’ model for flexible substrates.

INTRODUCTION

Accurate expression of genetic information is essential for
cell fitness (1,2), although base pair recognition errors dur-
ing DNA replication and mRNA translation inevitably oc-
cur. In translation, the G•U mismatch in the middle po-
sition of the codon-anticodon pair has a fairly large error
rate of ∼10−4–10−3 (3–8). G•U(T) base pair formed with

the canonical keto tautomers of the nucleobases is unable
to adopt the Watson-Crick (WC) geometry and in aque-
ous environment predominantly exists in the wobble (wb)
geometry (9). This structural difference between G•U(T)
wb and the canonical base pairs is believed to be the ba-
sis of their selective recognition by DNA polymerases and
the ribosome (10,11). The tautomeric hypothesis by Watson
and Crick (12) suggests that a source of base pair recogni-
tion errors can be attributed to keto/enol tautomerism of
nucleobases, which allows G*•U(T) or G•U*(T*) (where
asterisk denotes the enol tautomer) to adopt the WC
geometry.

Using computational chemistry methods, Brovarets’ and
Hovorun predicted a tautomerization reaction connecting
wb and WC geometries in G•U(T) base pair (13,14) (wb-
WC reaction, Figure 1 A), which was experimentally con-
firmed by NMR in DNA and RNA duplexes in water so-
lution (9). Recently, the incorporation of tautomeric pop-
ulations in DNA duplexes in water solution into a kinetic
model of DNA replication reached a good agreement be-
tween predicted and experimentally determined misincor-
poration rates (15). It might indicate a negligible role of
the active site environment on the properties of the wb-WC
reaction. However, both experimental (16) and computa-
tional (17,18) studies demonstrate stabilization of the WC
geometry of G•T in closed state of the active site in several
DNA polymerases, implying a strong effect of the active site
environment on the wb-WC reaction and thus, a more com-
plicated mechanism of base pair recognition. The WC ge-
ometry of G•U at the first two codon-anticodon positions
was also observed in closed state of the ribosomal decoding
site (A site) in both X-ray (19–22) and in cryo-EM struc-
tures (23). Previous computational studies have concluded
that at the first two codon positions the WC geometry of
G*•U/ G•U* is either not stabilized in closed decoding site
(24,25), or, if stabilized, the complex is less favorable com-
pared to the complex with cognate tRNA (24). These stud-
ies were performed with classical force field approximation,
and reached opposing conclusions to the structural obser-
vations at equilibrium conditions (19). Yet, the effect of the
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Figure 1. The wb-WC reaction. (A) Local minima and the transition state (TS) along the wb-WC reaction. Asterisks denote enol tautomers. Each state
is designated by a symbol according to the states in panels (B) and (C). The wb-WC reaction consists of the slow (activation free energy �G‡ = 15 –
20 kcal/mol) tautomerization reaction from G•U wb to G•U* WC, followed by fast (�G‡ ≈ 5 kcal/mol) double proton transfer reaction between G•U*
and G*•U. (B) Reference potential energy profile of the wb-WC reaction calculated with nudge elastic band method (NEB) in gas phase. (C) Reference
wb-WC reaction path from NEB, projected on the collective variables used in umbrella sampling calculations s (path collective variable) and hb (proton
transfer variable). Gray lines and gray circles denote trajectories from the committor analysis, initiated from the TS.

ribosomal decoding site environment on the wb-WC reac-
tion remains unclear.

The structural observations (19–23) challenge the clas-
sical ‘induced fit’ model of substrate recognition in repli-
cation and translation, which assumes rigid substrates
and fixed base pair geometries during the recognition.
This model also predicts a seemingly suboptimal codon–
anticodon decoding. The open-closed conformational tran-
sition of the ribosomal decoding site, the molecular mech-
anism of the ‘induced fit’ model (26), provides the highest
decoding accuracy in the equilibrium limit, but is shifted
far from equilibrium due to its high forward rates, result-
ing in a great loss of accuracy (27–29). While trade-offs
between rate and accuracy can explain evolutionary opti-
mization of some translation rates (29), seemingly subop-
timal open-closed transition rates cannot be easily justified
this way, because this decoding step is not rate-limiting in
translation elongation in vitro (30). These problems indicate
that the induced fit model fails to explain the mechanism of
codon-anticodon decoding.

Hovorun et al. have suggested a non-equilibrium exo-
ergic wb-WC reaction in the closed state of a DNA poly-
merase active site, kinetically limited by the lifetime of the
recognition state (14). Such mechanism, applied to codon-
anticodon decoding, may solve the problem with the in-
duced fit model, but requires formalization and detailed
analysis. Overall, improving our understanding of the errors
induced by G•U mismatch in codon-anticodon decoding
would require accurate calculations of the effects of ribo-
somal decoding site on the wb-WC reaction energetics and
a revised kinetic model of decoding to incorporate such ef-
fects.

We used quantum-mechanical/molecular-mechanical
(QM/MM) umbrella sampling (US) method to calcu-
late the potential of mean force (PMF) of the wb-WC

reaction in the ribosomal A-site models. Focusing only
on free energy of the WC geometry formation (�Gwc),
we benchmarked this approach on simpler systems with
available �Gwc data from experiments or high levels of
QM theory and obtained satisfactory agreement with the
data. Our results reveal positive �Gwc (endoergic wb-WC
reaction) in open A site, and negative �Gwc (exoergic
wb-WC reaction) in the closed A site. The dielectric
constant ε of the environment decreased in the closed A
site, which might affect the wb-WC reaction. To study
the implications of the exoergic wb-WC reaction in closed
A site, we incorporated the wb-WC reaction into the
kinetic model of initial selection in translation and derived
the analytical solutions for our model. Our results are
consistent with previously reported WC geometry of G•U
in the structural studies at equilibrium conditions (19–23)
and provide means for G•U discrimination by the working
ribosome at non-equilibrium conditions. Furthermore, it
can potentially explain the seemingly suboptimal decoding
by revealing constraints on the decoding accuracy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

QM calculations

We performed quantum chemistry (QM) calculations to
obtain the reference dependence of the wb-WC equilib-
rium on the dielectric constant of a solvent, and to select
the optimal QM level of theory for our QM/MM calcu-
lations. Using the geometries of the wb-WC reaction min-
ima and transition state (TS) optimized at density func-
tional theory (DFT) levels �B97X-D3/def2-TZVP, B3LYP-
D3BJ/def2-TZVP and BLYP-D3BJ/def2-SVP in gas phase
and implicit water model, we calculated single-point ener-
gies with multiple DFT and semiempirical (SE) methods.
The methods were assessed based on the energies (�Ewc,
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Supplementary Table S1) or enthalpies (�Hwc, Supplemen-
tary Table S2) of the WC geometry formation (�Ewc =
�E(G*•U WC) – �E(G•U wb)). PM3 method was rejected
due to the spurious pathway of the wb-WC reaction it pre-
dicted (Supplementary Figure S2). Our benchmark calcu-
lations showed PM7 (31) as an optimal QM method for
our QM/MM approach, as it was able to accurately re-
produce �Hwc calculated with DFT (Supplementary Table
S2), while allowing vast sampling due to its low computa-
tional cost. The activation enthalpies obtained with PM7
were less accurate (Supplementary Table S2), which pre-
cluded the use of activation free energies derived in our
QM/MM simulations. Orca 4.2.1 (32) was used for all DFT
and ab initio QM calculations, while MOPAC-2016 (James
J. P. Stewart, Stewart Computational Chemistry, USA, http:
//openmopac.net) was used for all SE calculations.

System setup and MD simulations

We studied the environmental effects on the wb-WC reac-
tion in the following systems: DNA heptamer in water so-
lution and a single G•T base pair in benzene (benchmark
systems); ribosomal A-site models: closed, abasic and open;
human DNA polymerase � (pol-�) and DNA polymerase
from T7 virus (T7-pol).

DNA heptamer model was prepared from the solution
NMR structure of DNA dodecamer (PDB ID: 1BJD), cen-
tered on one of the G•T wobble base pairs in the dode-
camer. Benzene model was prepared by solvating a single
G•T base pair from the DNA heptamer system in a ben-
zene box.

pol-� model was prepared from the crystal structure of
pol-� with a G•C base pair in the closed active site (PDB
ID: 4KLF) (33), in which we mutated dCTP to dTTP. T7-
pol was prepared in a similar way using the crystal structure
with PDB ID 1T7P (34) as the initial coordinates.

To prepare the A-site models, we used the crystal struc-
ture of T. thermophilus 70S ribosome bound to tRNAThr

in the A site (PDB ID: 6GSK) with U•G base pair in the
second codon (AUC)–anticodon (GGU) position (22). All
residues within 35 Å radius of the second codon nucleotide
were selected for the model (Figure 2 A). The outer shell of
the selected sphere was restrained in all simulations. In the
‘closed’ (native) A-site model, the rRNA residues A1492,
A1493 and G530 were in out conformation, surrounding the
codon-anticodon helix (Figure 2B). In the ‘abasic’ model,
the nucleobases of these residues were deleted. In the ‘open’
model, used only in QM/MM US simulations (see below),
we applied harmonic biases from (25) to restrain A1492 and
A1493 to the in position. All Mg2 + ions from the ribosome
crystal structure were deleted in the models.

Unless specified otherwise, all models were solvated in
TIP3P (35) water box with 0.15 M of NaCl. We employed
a standard equilibration protocol (see see Supplementary
Methods), comprising steepest-descent minimization, sol-
vent equilibration in NPT ensemble at standard condi-
tions and gradual heating of the solutes to 298 K. Pro-
duction MD simulations were performed in NVT ensem-
ble using Langevin thermostat with 2 fs integration step.
CHARMM36 force field (36–38) in NAMD 2.12 (39) was
used for all classical MD simulations.

Dielectric constant calculations

To analyze the dielectric properties around the base pairs in
the simulated models, we applied Kirkwood-Fröhlich for-
mula (KFF), which relates the dielectric constant (ε) to
dipole moment fluctuations in a selected volume (40). Using
the classical MD trajectories, we calculated ε of all nucleic
acid, protein and water residues in spheres of radii ranging
from 5 to 12 Å centered on the base pair of interest. Since
ε calculated in a TIP3P water box using this approach de-
pended on the probe volume radius until its convergence at
∼20 Å (Supplementary Figure S3), the approach only al-
lows a qualitative comparison between the studied systems.

QM/MM US simulations

We applied QM/MM umbrella sampling simulations (US)
to calculate the free energy profiles (potential of mean force,
PMF) of the wb-WC reaction in the models of riboso-
mal A site and active site of DNA polymerases, as well as
benchmark systems. All QM/MM calculations were per-
formed on PM7/CHARMM36 level. The QM region com-
prised only nucleobases in a G•U(T) base pair of inter-
est, with the QM-MM boundary placed at the glycosidic
bonds. To select collective variables (CV) for the US calcu-
lations, we first optimized the wb-WC reaction path in G•U
in gas phase using the nudged elastic band (NEB) method at
B3LYP-D3BJ/def2-TZVP level (Figure 1B, C). The coordi-
nate frames of this path became the reference for path col-
lective variables (41) (pathCV), which were used to calculate
the position on the path (s) of the wb-WC reaction in the US
simulations. s variable described the geometry change from
wobble to WC, while a distance difference hb = d(O6–H3) –
d(N1–H1) was used to describe proton transfers during the
reaction. Selected CVs clearly distinguished all three local
minima of the wb-WC reaction (Figure 1 C). Committor
analysis was performed to verify the TS, revealing approx-
imately equal partition between G•U wb and G•U* WC
(Figure 1C). Using s and hb as CVs, and adding a bound-
ary potential to prevent large deviations from path z, we
collected 100–400 ps of QM/MM US trajectories for each
of 48 US windows per each system (∼120 ns in total) and
calculated PMF using weighted histogram analysis method
(WHAM). We focused only on the relative energies and po-
sitions of local minima in the wb-WC reaction in our US
simulations

Kinetic modeling

Decoding rate constants for a codon-anticodon combina-
tion with a G•U mismatch in the first position were ob-
tained earlier (42), but only in the low-fidelity buffer condi-
tions, in which the accuracy of the initial selection was ex-
tremely low (1.1), contrasting the in vivo measurements (3–
7). Therefore, for our kinetic modeling we selected decoding
rate constants measured at high-fidelity conditions, which
result in more realistic accuracy (43,44). In the absence of
high-fidelity measurements corresponding to a G•U mis-
match, we used the set of rate constants corresponding to
the A•C mismatch in the first codon-anticodon position
(43,44) (Supplementary Table S3). Rate constants k2, qc

3 and

http://openmopac.net
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Figure 2. Preparation of the A-site models. (A) Visualization of the A-site model (right) and its position and size in the 70S ribosome (left). (B) Close-up
view on the codon-anticodon helix in the decoding center. The ‘closed’ and ‘open’ A-site models differ by the conformations of the rRNA residues A1492
and A1493 (green and blue in the closed and open states, respectively). In the abasic A-site model nucleobases of A1492, A1493 and G530 were deleted,
leaving only the sugar-phosphate backbone.

Figure 3. Dielectric constant ε of the base pair surroundings. (A–C) ε difference between ‘closed’ and ‘abasic’ A-site models around each codon-anticodon
base pair (A1–U36, U2–G35 and C3-G34) measured in spheres of radius r. (D) ε difference between pol-� and T7-pol around the G•T base pair in the
active site. Data are means ± SD (n ≥ 2 replica per model). *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01 (Student’s t-test)

qnc
3 were assigned arbitrary. Numerical solutions of the ki-

netic model were obtained by numerical integration of or-
dinary differential equations (ODE) in Python. We describe
the derivations of the analytical solutions in Appendix.

Further details on the methods are provided in the see
Supplementary Methods.

RESULTS

Dielectric constant of base pair surroundings

Previously, it was hypothesized that closing of the riboso-
mal A site, via conformational change of the rRNA residues
A1492, A1493 and G530, desolvates the codon-anticodon
helix, increasing base-pairing selectivity by energy penalty
from the lost H-bonds with water in mismatches (26,45). We
hypothesized that desolvation may also bring an opposite
contribution to the accuracy of G•U mismatch recognition.
Our benchmark calculations demonstrate that the wb-WC
reaction is exoergic in gas phase and very nonpolar implicit
solvents (Supplementary Figure S1), corroborating previ-

ous computational studies (13,14,17,46). We reasoned that
a decreased polarity of the closed ribosomal A site may be
responsible for the apparent stabilization of the WC geom-
etry of G•U observed earlier in structural studies (19–23).

We applied Kirkwood-Fröhlich formula (KFF) to qual-
itatively compare dielectric constant ε of the decoding site
environment between the closed and abasic models. In the
latter model, nucleobases of residues A1492, A1493 and
G530 were deleted (Figure 2B). For all codon-anticodon
positions, we observed a consistent decrease of ε in the
closed model (Figure 3). However, only at some distance
cutoffs and positions the difference was statistically signif-
icant, which can be explained by the limited length and
replica numbers of the MD trajectories (Supplementary
Figure S4). From our KFF calculations we conclude that
the A site closing decreased ε around all three codon-
anticodon positions.

To compare the effects of the ribosomal decoding site en-
vironment with the active site environment of DNA poly-
merases, we applied the same approach to low fidelity
human DNA polymerase-� (pol-�) and and high-fidelity
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Figure 4. PMF from US calculations and its convergence. (A) US-derived PMF of the wb-WC reaction in the DNA heptamer system. Black circles denote
the minima corresponding to wb and WC structures. White dashed line denotes the minimal free energy path of the wb-WC reaction, from G•T wb to
G*•T WC. The inset shows the free energy profile along the minimal free energy path. PMFs from the other six systems are shown on the Supplementary
Figure S5. (B–D) Convergence of the �Gwc in benchmark systems (B), DNA polymerases (C) and A-site models with G•U in the middle codon position
(D). For each �Gwc trajectory, the shaded area and the dashed line of the corresponding color denote the standard deviation and mean of the set of batches
selected for convergence evaluation, respectively. Magenta-shaded area in (B) denotes the range of �Gwc in DNA duplexes in solution measured by NMR
(15).

DNA polymerase from T7 virus (T7-pol). The active site
environment in pol-� was generally less polar than that of
T7-pol, albeit the difference was statistically significant only
at 12 Å cutoff (Figure 3). In sum, our KFF calculations re-
vealed decreased polarity in pol-� compared to T7-pol and
in the closed compared to the abasic A site of the ribosome.

Free energy change of the wb-WC reaction estimated from
QM/MM US calculations

To directly probe the effects of the studied environments
on the wb-WC reaction energetics, we calculated the po-
tential of mean force (PMF) of the wb-WC reaction using
QM/MM umbrella sampling (US) calculations.

Benchmark systems. To verify our approach, we first ap-
plied it to benchmark systems: G•T base pair in the DNA
heptamer duplex in water and a single G•T base pair
in benzene. In all systems, the only quantitative prop-
erty we derived from the PMFs was the total free energy
change of the wb-WC reaction �Gwc = �G(G*•U WC)
– �G(G•U wb). �Gwc was used to evaluate the conver-
gence of the US simulations by calculating PMF sepa-
rately for consecutive batches of ∼20 ps. �Gwc trajecto-
ries of the benchmark systems and the converged values of

�Gwc are shown in Figure 4B and Table 1, respectively. Af-
ter initial fluctuations from 4 to 10 kcal/mol, �Gwc of the
DNA model converged to 7.2 ± 1.1 kcal/mol. Our calcu-
lations overestimated the experimental �Gwc range of 3.3-
4.9 kcal/mol (15), but were consistent with the recent com-
putational result of ∼6 kcal/mol derived from (�B97X-
D3/6-311G**)/AMBER calculations (17). To assess the
ability of our QM/MM setup to reproduce �Gwc depen-
dence on ε observed in implicit solvent models, we applied it
to a single G•T base pair in explicit benzene environment (ε
= 2.3). �Gwc in benzene converged to –0.5 ± 0.6 kcal/mol,
which is quantitatively consistent with the QM calculations
in implicit solvent model of similar ε (Supplementary Fig-
ure S1). In both benchmark systems, the positions of the
minima on the PMF were not qualitatively altered com-
pared to the reference reaction path (Supplementary Fig-
ure S5, Figure 1C). From our benchmark calculations, we
conclude that our setup is able to faithfully estimate the en-
vironmental effects on the wb-WC reaction, reaching qual-
itative agreement with experiments and quantitative agree-
ment with higher levels of QM theory.

DNA polymerases. A recent QM/MM study has ad-
dressed the effects of the DNA polymerase � environment
on the wb-WC reaction (17). Here, we considered two other
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Table 1. �Gwc values from the US simulations

System �Gwc

DNA 7.2 ± 1.1
Benzene − 0.5 ± 0.6
pol-� − 4.4 ± 1.6
T7-pol 7.2 ± 0.4
A site closed − 0.7 ± 0.6
A site abasic 11.2 ± 0.9
A site open 6.6 ± 0.3

Mean �Gwc ± standard deviation from the regions selected for conver-
gence estimation on Figure 4B–D, kcal/mol.

DNA polymerases: pol-� and T7-pol. In both pol-� and
T7-pol, the wb-WC reaction was simulated in G•T base pair
in closed state of a polymerase active site. �Gwc in pol-�
converged to –4.4 ± 1.6 kcal/mol, indicating that the wb-
WC reaction is largely exoergic (Figure 4C, Table 1), corrob-
orating previous structural studies showing WC-like G•T
base pair in the closed active site of pol-� (16). �Gwc in T7-
pol converged to 7.2 ± 0.4 kcal/mol, quantitatively resem-
bling �Gwc value in the DNA duplex (Figure 4B, C, Table
1). Comparing pol-� and T7-pol PMFs revealed a striking
shift in the wb minimum position towards the higher value
(s ≈ 0.2) of the path variable in pol-� (Supplementary Fig-
ure S5). We attribute this shift to steric effects in pol-�; steric
effects constrain a base pair geometry in the closed active
site.

Ribosomal A site. We started the QM/MM US simula-
tions of the A site effects on the wb-WC reaction in the
second codon-anticodon U•G base pair in closed and aba-
sic A site. �Gwc in the closed A site converged to –0.7 ±
0.6 kcal/mol, while in the abasic A site it converged to 11.2
± 0.9 kcal/mol (Figure 4D, Table 1). However, the abasic
model is only a rough approximation of the open state of
the A site. To accurately estimate the effects of the rRNA
nucleotides A1492 and A1493, we created the ‘open’ A-site
model. In this model, harmonic restraints used in previous
studies (25) were applied to change A1492 and A1493 con-
formations from out to in (Figure 2B). G530 remained in
the closed-like conformation in the open model. These re-
straints were applied to the coordinates from the end part of
the closed state US trajectories and maintained for ∼70 ps
in each US window. �Gwc in the open A site converged to
6.6 ± 0.3 kcal/mol (Figure 4D, Table 1). While in the abasic
model the position of the wb minimum was not qualitatively
altered compared to the reference reaction path (s = 0), in
the closed and open models it shifted to higher values of
the path variable (s ≈ 0.1), suggesting a slight destabilizing
effect on the wobble geometry, likely exerted by G530 (Sup-
plementary Figure S5). This effect was not enough to shift
the wb-WC equilibrium towards WC in the open model, in-
dicating a critical role of A1492 and A1493 residues.

In sum, using QM/MM US calculations, we demonstrate
that the wb-WC reaction in G•U at the middle codon-
anticodon position in the closed A site is weakly exoergic,
while it was endoergic in the open and abasic models, cor-
roborating structural studies (19–23). Decreased ε in the
closed state of the decoding site can be one of the contri-
butions to this effect. Shifts in the wb minimum position

on the PMF in the closed and open models might indicate
steric constraints on the base pair geometry. Similar effect
was observed in pol-� active site, in which the wb-WC re-
action was highly exoergic, in contrast to T7-pol, where the
reaction equilibrium was not altered compared to the DNA
duplex in water. However, further studies are needed to de-
lineate the environmental contributions to the properties of
the wb-WC reaction.

The wb-WC reaction in the kinetic model of decoding in trans-
lation

The exoergic wb-WC reaction in closed A site requires re-
consideration of the classical model of decoding in trans-
lation, as the previously suggested ‘energy expenditure’ of
tautomerization (19–22) cannot be the basis of selectivity.
Assuming geometric selection as the mechanism of base
pair recognition (10,11,47), the error rate of G•U mis-
matches at the second codon position would be close to 1
with the exoergic wb-WC reaction in equilibrium settings.
Instead, the error rate is around 10−3 (3–7). To reconcile
the exoergic wb-WC reaction with the model of decoding,
in closed A site the wb-WC reaction should be out of equi-
librium, which requires its explicit introduction into the ki-
netic model of codon-anticodon decoding

Starting from the classical kinetic model of initial selec-
tion (Supplementary Figure S6), explained in details in (29),
we introduced the wb-WC reaction by separating each near-
cognate (nc) state into wb and WC states, leaving the cog-
nate (c) branch unchanged (Figure 5A). Rate constants be-
tween nc-wb and nc-WC states corresponded to the rate
constants of the wb-WC reaction in a given environment
of the A site. To simplify the model for the sake of deriving
analytical solutions, we assumed an instant wb-shifted wb-
WC equilibrium in states C2 (initial binding; thus, the ‘wb-
WC equilibrium’ here corresponds to the keto/enol equilib-
rium of G in aqueous environment) and C3 (codon recog-
nition in the open A site). This approximation is well justi-
fied if, as suggested by our US calculations, the open state
of the decoding site does not shift the equilibrium towards
WC, and thus, the equilibration time is negligible. In this ap-
proximation, the wb-WC equilibrium in C2 does not affect
the model and needed only for the model completeness and
clear interpretation of the states. The wb-WC reaction in C4
(codon recognition in the closed A site) was modeled ex-
plicitly via its forward and reverse rate constants kf, kr. We
used decoding rate constants measured previously at 20◦C
and high-fidelity buffer conditions (43,44). The nc decoding
rate constants in this set corresponded not to a G•U mis-
match, but to the A•C mismatch in the first position. This
and other approximations preclude quantitative predictions
of the error rate from the model. We analyzed effects of the
wb-WC reaction on decoding that are not restricted to any
particular combination of the decoding rate constants.

Inspired by the previously applied numerical kinetic
model of selection in replication (15), we made the follow-
ing assumptions: (i) nc-WC states are characterised with the
same decoding rate constants as the cognate states, since the
WC geometries are assumed to be indistinguishable for the
decoding site; (ii) GTPase activation rate constant (k4) in
C4wb

nc state is set to zero, assuming that the major contri-
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Figure 5. The wb-WC reaction in the kinetic model of decoding in translation. (A) Scheme of the kinetic model of the initial selection in decoding with
incorporated wb-WC reaction (see Supplementary Figure S6 for detailed explanation of the decoding states and transitions). (B) �as a function of �G‡ and
�GC3

wc , calculated using Equation (2) for �GC4
wc = −1 kcal/mol. The highlighted region corresponds to the experimental range of �G‡ and �Gwc measured

in RNA duplexes (15). (C) Error rate as a function of kc
4 (left) and qc/nc

4 (right), calculated by Eq. (A.1) for the classical system (�0), and, for the specified

wb-WC parameters, from numerical simulations (ODE) and by Equation (2). η(qc/nc
4 ) and η0(qc/nc

4 ) were obtained by varying qc
4 and qnc

4 simultaneously
at constant qc

4/qnc
4 ratio. η0(kc

4) was also obtained at constant kc
4/knc

4 ratio. �G units in the plot legend are kcal/mol. The gray dotted vertical lines denote

experimental values of kc
4 and qc/nc

4 . The deviation of predicted � (Equation 2) from �(ODE) for low values of kc
4 is due to increased C3 state population

when the wb-WC reaction approaches equilibrium.

bution to this reaction rate comes from the nc-WC state,
thus the contribution from nc-wb can be ignored; (iii) es-
cape rate constants of the nc-wb states are taken from the
classical nc states (qnc

i ), assuming that the cumulative escape
rate is dominated by the nc-wb states, thus the nc→nc-wb
rescaling can be neglected. Given assumptions (i) and (ii),
the apparent near-cognate k4:

knc
4 = Pwckc

4 (1)

where Pwc is the population of the C4wc
nc state––a function

of the equilibrium WC populations in C3 and C4 states, and
constraints imposed by the decoding rates on the reaction
kinetics in C4. Using the equation for product concentra-
tion in a first-order reversible reaction, we derived (see Ap-
pendix) the equation for the error rate � induced by the wb-

WC reaction:

η = [C4nc]
[C4c]

(
Peq

WC + (P0
WC − Peq

WC) exp
(

−kf + kr

kc
4 + qc

4

))
(2)

where square brackets denote steady-state concentrations
of the C4i states, Peq

WC is the equilibrium WC population
in C4 for a given (kf, kr), and P0

WC is the equilibrium WC
population in C3, kinetically partitioned into C4:

P0
WC = PC3

WC
qnc

4

kc
4 + qc

4

(3)

For convenience, the variables Peq
WC, PC3

WC and kf are ex-
pressed below in terms of free energy differences �GC4

wc ,
�GC3

wc and �G‡ (activation free energy), respectively, using
Eq. (A.5) and Eq. (A.6) at standard conditions.

First, we analyzed how �GC3
wc and �G‡ of the exoergic

(�GC4
wc = −1 kcal/mol) wb-WC reaction affect � predicted
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from Equation (2) (Figure 5 B). For the range of �Gwc
and �G‡ in RNA duplexes in solution reported in (15), �
overlaps with the in vitro error range of G•U mismatches
(∼10−3) (3–7). However, this result clearly cannot be inter-
preted as a validation of Equation (2). To test Equation (2),
the decoding rate constants for G•U mismatches should
be obtained, and �G‡ in the decoding site accurately esti-
mated.

Next, we addressed the dependence of � on the decod-
ing rate constants kc

4 (GTPase activation) and qc/nc
4 (cog-

nate and near-cognate escape rate constants of the C4
state). These rate constants determine the deviation of the
open↔closed transition in decoding from equilibrium con-
ditions, thereby affecting the deviation of the actual accu-
racy from the intrinsic accuracy (28,30). Equation (2) sug-
gests two possible kinetic regimes of the wb-WC reaction for
the case of positive �GC3

wc . In the ‘fast’ regime ((kf + kr ) >>

(kc
4 + qc

4)), the kinetics of the wb-WC reaction and PC3
WC are

irrelevant, and Pwc = Peq
WC. For Peq

WC = knc
4 /kc

4 (corresponds
to �GC4

wc ≈ 3.4 kcal/mol), the fast regime is equivalent to
the classical error rate �0 (Eq. (A.1)) in both kc

4 and qc/nc
4

dependencies, which is confirmed by numerical calculations
(Figure 5 C).

A more intriguing and relevant, given the predicted wb-
WC parameters, is the ‘slow’ regime, where the wb-WC
equilibrium in C4 is shifted to the WC geometry (kf > kr),
but the kinetics of the reaction is limited by the decoding
rates. To visualize the ‘slow’ regime, we chose wb-WC pa-
rameters (�GC4

wc = −1 kcal/mol, �G‡ = 17.8 kcal/mol),
which approximately correspond to the predicted �GC4

wc
(Table 1) and experimentally observed �G‡ in RNA du-
plexes (15). For kf < kc

4, Equation (2) predicts a virtually
flat η(kc

4) curve, as confirmed by numerical solutions (Fig-
ure 5 C). �GC3

wc affects the offset of the curves (Figure 5 C).
The reason for the flat η(kc

4) curve in the ‘slow’ regime is de-
rived in Appendix and visualized in Supplementary Figure
S7. The linear approximations of Pwc and [C4nc ]

[C4c ] inversely de-
pend on kc

4, which cancels in �. Equilibration of the exoergic
wb-WC reaction in C4 with unfavorable contribution to the
accuracy counteracts the equilibration of the open-closed
transition with favorable contribution, thereby constraining
the decoding accuracy.

In η(qc/nc
4 ), the ‘slow’ kinetic regime with a very low PC3

WC
(�GC3

wc = 7.0 kcal/mol) closely follows �0. However, the
same kinetic regime with �GC3

wc = 3.4 kcal/mol results in an
almost flat curve for qnc

4 > kc
4 > qc

4 (Figure 5C). This effect
is explained by the kinetic partitioning term in PC3

WC
qnc

4
kc

4+qc
4
,

which grows proportionally with qnc
4 and cancels out the

classical equilibration process. Lastly, we compared this ki-
netic regime comprising exoergic wb-WC reaction to the
regime with the same �G‡ and �GC3

wc , but with �GC4
wc = 3.4

kcal/mol. In the latter regime, η(qc/nc
4 ) is similar to the for-

mer, as it is constrained by P0
WC (Figure 5C). However, η(kc

4)
of the last regime is only constrained at kc

4 � kf

P0
WC

; at lower

kc
4 the reaction is at equilibrium, and � follows the classical

curve (Figure 5C).
In sum, Equation (2), confirmed by numerical calcula-

tions, predicts that a high �G‡ of the weakly exoergic wb-

WC reaction in C4 causes a flat η(kc
4) curve for kf < kc

4,
while high PC3

WC causes an almost flat η(qc/nc
4 ) for qnc

4 >
kc

4 > qc
4 . Two potentially independent parameters of the wb-

WC reaction, in the vicinity of their experimentally ob-
tained and/or predicted values, constrain the decoding ac-
curacy of the G•U mismatch recognition in translation for a
biologically-relevant range of the decoding rate constants. It
is also worth noting that our model does not contradict the
experiments with varying Mg2 + concentrations. In their ex-
periments, Zhang et al (48) reported that Mg2 + concentra-
tion affects q2, resulting in linear rate-accuracy trade-offs.
For all considered wb-WC parameters, our model also pre-
dicts linear rate-accuracy trade-offs by varying q2 (Supple-
mentary Figure S8).

DISCUSSION

Structural studies revealed stabilization of the WC geome-
try of the G•U base pairs in closed ribosomal A site (19–23),
but this stabilization has been lacking a physichochemical
explanation, and moreover, its implications for the decod-
ing mechanism remained unexplored. The structural studies
propose the term ‘energy expenditure’ of tautomerization
to explain the discrimination capacity of the ribosome (19).
However, this model does not explain how the WC geom-
etry of G•U is observed at equilibrium conditions. These
observations (19,20) were opposed by a previous computa-
tional study addressing G•U* WC in the first codon posi-
tion using classical force fields approximation, which con-
cluded that it is not stabilized in the closed A site (25). Sat-
pati and Åqvist conclude the same for the first codon posi-
tion, but suggest that G*•U WC is stabilized in the second
codon position by 4 kcal/mol compared to G•U wb (24).
The authors argue that such stabilization would not lead to
decoding errors due to largely unfavorable interaction en-
ergy with the closed decoding site compared to the cognate
complex (24). This model opposes the role of geometric se-
lection in translation (10,11,47). Moreover, enol tautomers
of G and U in the study of Satpati and Åqvist (24) were
not parameterized, making an interpretation of their corre-
sponding free energy calculation results not possible.

Here, we applied the QM/MM US approach, in which
the wb-WC reaction was simulated explicitly on semiempir-
ical level of QM theory PM7. We demonstrated the valid-
ity of this approach by performing benchmark calculations,
which reached a qualitative agreement with experiments
and a quantitative agreement with high levels of QM theory.
This renders our approach of calculating �Gwc more accu-
rate compared to previously published study (25). The lat-
ter greatly overestimated keto/enol tautomerization energy
of uracil in water compared to the experimental data and
high levels of QM theory (38 kcal/mol versus 10 kcal/mol,
respectively) (25). We applied the QM/MM US approach
to study the effects of the closed active site environment of
two DNA polymerases, pol-� and T7-pol, on the wb-WC
reaction in G•T. The wb-WC reaction in pol-� is exoergic,
corroborating a previous structural study (16). The wb-WC
reaction equilibrium in T7-pol is not affected compared to
the DNA duplex in water. In line with our results, the WC
geometry of G•T in T7-pol is not observed in any structural
studies. Of note, this cannot be used as validation.
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Finally, our QM/MM US simulations show that the wb-
WC reaction at the middle codon position in the open A
site is endoergic, but closure of the rRNA residues A1492
and A1493 shifts the equilibrium towards the WC geom-
etry. This effect may, at least in part, be explained by the
decreased polarity of the closed decoding site.

The model of the ribosomal A site used in our simula-
tions is a simplification of the real conditions that may af-
fect the wb-WC reaction properties during decoding. The
model includes the following major simplifications: (i) only
a part of the ribosome is considered, with an outer shell that
was restrained during all simulations; (ii) Mg2 + ions are ab-
sent; (iii) the ‘open’ model differed from the ‘closed’ one
only by conformations of A1492 and A1493 residues. How-
ever, distant structural elements and their change during the
30S subunit closure are unlikely to dramatically affect the
wb-WC reaction. Also, Mg2 + ions have not been reported
to directly interact with the second codon-anticodon posi-
tion. The role of G530, which is unaffected in the ‘open’
model, is not fully explored in our study. It’s ‘latching’ is
suggested to be critical upon 30S closure (23), but repre-
sents a more challenging modeling task than applied here to
A1492 and A1493, thus, requires future in-depth studies. It
also remains to be investigated of how the wb-WC reaction
is affected at the first and third codon-anticodon positions.
Overall, our simplified model of the A site captures major
effects of the ‘open/closed’ conformational changes on the
wb-WC reaction at the middle codon position.

The wb-WC reaction switches its equilibrium upon con-
formational changes of the decoding site. It violates the
rigid substrate approximation of the classical induced-fit
model of codon–anticodon decoding, calling for a new
model. Inspired by the suggestion of the out-of-equilibrium
exoergic wb-WC reaction during DNA replication, ex-
pressed by Hovorun and coworkers (14), we modeled such a
scenario in the codon-anticodon decoding. We introduced
the wb-WC reaction into the classical model of initial selec-
tion in translation as a ‘flexible substrate’ and derived ana-
lytical solutions for the decoding accuracy governed by the
wb-WC reaction. The analytical solutions fit the numerical
calculations and explain the error rate of G•U mismatch de-
coding in terms of the wb-WC reaction parameters in ‘open’
and ‘closed’ states of the A site. For �G‡ around the experi-
mental range (∼18 kcal/mol), the exoergic wb-WC reaction
is kinetically limited by the decoding rates, as predicted for
the case of DNA polymerases (14). In contrast to two mod-
els (19,24), our model enables reconciling structural stud-
ies with the mechanism of codon-anticodon decoding. The
model is consistent with the WC geometry of G•U reported
in structural studies at equilibrium conditions (Pwc → 1 as
kc

4 → 0) (19–23), and it explains the discriminating capac-
ity of the working ribosome at non-equilibrium conditions
(kc

4 >> 0 s−1). Thus, in our model the mechanism of decod-
ing is no longer at odds with the geometric selection model
(10,11,47)

A number of approximations used in our model restrict
its application to only qualitative interpretation. Quantita-
tive predictions would require a set of decoding rate con-
stants for a G•U mismatch and the accurate �GC3

wc and
�G‡, which are currently not available. Although the as-
sumptions (i) and (ii), used to build the kinetic model, were

already successfully employed in the study that indirectly
confirmed the tautomeric hypothesis in DNA replication
(15), validity of these assumptions in codon-anticodon de-
coding has yet to be proven. Moreover, an accurate error
rate prediction would require expanding the model to in-
clude possible proofreading steps; in our study it was re-
stricted to the initial selection only.

Theoretical studies based on the rigid substrate approx-
imation have concluded that decoding in translation has
been evolutionary optimized for higher rate at the expense
of accuracy (28,30,49). Since the rate constants affecting
the ‘open-closed’ transition (e.g. kc

4) are not rate-limiting
in translation elongation (30), the advantage of the high
kc

4 value (∼200 s−1 in vitro (43)) remained unclear. Our
model suggests an alternative explanation to the appar-
ently suboptimal decoding. It reveals possible constraints
on the codon-anticodon decoding accuracy imposed by the
slow exoergic wb-WC tautomerization reaction, whereby
the equilibration of the reaction counteracts the equili-
bration of the ‘open-closed’ transition. We emphasize that
these predicted constraints are not restricted to specific
combinations of rate constants, and arise from introducing
the wb-WC reaction explicitly into the model. These con-
straints suggest that the ribosome is incapable of substan-
tially reducing the error rate of G•U mismatch decoding
by equilibrating the ‘open-closed’ transition, potentially ex-
plaining the evolutionary persistence of this dominant error
hotspot.

We suggest that the model derived here for codon-
anticodon decoding in translation can also be applied for
base pair recognition in DNA replication (see Supple-
mentary Discussion). Our model generalizes the classical
‘induced-fit’ model, as the former reduces to the latter in
the equilibrium limit in the ‘flexible substrate’ (illustrated on
Supplementary Figure S9). Thus, we believe that our theo-
retical and computational results are a step towards a more
complete model of substrate recognition.
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